1. Main Research Results

Creation of new devices and materials was achieved in the developments of novel polymers exploiting new cardo structure, novel rotaxane-containing materials and catalysts, and new polymer grafting tools, as follows:

1) Development of novel polymers for optical use

Design and synthesis of high performance polymers having heteroaromatics-containing cardo structure were studied, and novel optical use-oriented polymers with good mechanical properties as well as high refractive index and low birefringence were synthesized.

2) Development of rational helicity change system of polyacetylene linked to rotaxane shuttling system

The rational helicity change system was developed using through-space chirality transfer of pendant rotaxane equipped with (i) axial chirality or (ii) rotaxane chirality.

3) Development of novel rotaxane catalyst

It was revealed that the use of Pd-templated macrocycle catalyst allows the remarkable acceleration of polymer reaction via an intermediary formation of the pseudorotaxane, which is dependent on a high association constant and a proximity effect between the catalyst and the substrate originating from the topological structure of the catalyst.

4) Development of new rotaxane-containing polymers

New graft polymers and branched polymers with rotaxane structures at the connecting points of polymer were developed. It turned out that the change of polymer structure associated with the sliding movement of the connecting points strongly affects the macroscopic properties of the polymer.

5) Development of polymer nitrile N-oxide agent

One-pot synthesis of stable nitrile N-oxide-terminated polymer was developed, which enables catalyst- and solvent-free grafting reaction of unsaturated bond-containing polymers.
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